In a study of P production in the reaction + + 0 ' 11' p -+-' 11' p ' 11'
(1) at 2.67 GeV/c, the central value of the p mass peak and its width ar~ found to vary as a function of position in the Dal itz plot.
(1) These · variations are associated with the cross-over regions of the pp final state with ~'11', N*'ll', and diffractively produced ' 11' +(p' 11' 0 ) states, and so have a possible interpretation in terms of interferences among these final states. Such an interference of pp with diffractive dissocation of the proton has been suggested by J. MacNaughton et. al., ( 2 ) as a means of accounting for a mass-dependent asymmetry in the di-pion t-channel helicity (or Gottfried-Jackson) angular distribution, or, alternatively, a shift in the p mass as a function of this angle. Such effects have long been studied in terms of ' 11' ' 11' scattering phase shifts, where this behavior is attributed to interference of an S-wave, I = 2 amplitude with the resonant P-wave I = 1 state.( 3 , 4 ) However, since the known exchanges in p production include, in addition to the pion quantum numbers, both isoscalar and isovector, natural and unn'atural parity,· non-zero spin states, (l ,J) and since the changes in apparent mass and width reported here are associated with the cross-over in the Dalitz The present analysis is based on some 8400 events of reaction (1), obtained from a 300,000 picture exposure of the 25
11
hydrogen bubble chamber to a / beam of 2. 67 GeV I c momentum.
(1 ) The ba 1 i tz plot of these events, given in Fig. 1 , shows that the dominant processes are the quasi-two-body. ~reduction of pp and 6++ (1236) a list of the major crossing baryon states in each segment. The variation in apparent mass across the plot is seen to be about 60 MeV, with the greatest change associated with segment six. There is also a variation in the apparent width, with the greatest changes associated with segments four and five. The possibility that these variations result from experimental biases has been excluded in the manner described in Appendix II.
·Further evidence of the nature of the effects observed here is given in Fig. 3 , which shows the distribution of the di-pion t-channel helicity cosine, coset , for four slices of di-pion mass. There is evidently present ~n -4-some effect which causes a depletion in the forward direction for di-pion masses below the p mass ( Fig. 3a) , changes sign with increasing mass, and leads to an enhancement in the forward direction for di-pion masses above the p mass ( Figs. 3c and 3d ). This behavior suggests an interference between:,different processes leading to the di-pion final state.
The association oi this effect with diff~active dissociation of the proton is demonstrated in Fig. 4 , where histograms are shown of the di-pion mass for six intervals of coset . For these distributions, a cut has been 1T1T applied to the four-momentum transfer from beam to di-pion, -tp' selecting events in the forward peak of the p production differential cross section, in order to limit the p production amplitude to a more well-defined phase, and thus better isolate effects depending on this phase. (This is also the region in which pion exchange is most important.) The cut has been made at -tp = 0.3 (GeV/c) 2 , just below the first dip in the differential cross section. (l) The scatter plot in Fig. 4 shows the close relationship in the forward direction between coset and the four-momentum transfer from beam 1T1T + to outgoing 1r , -t (for which the Chew-Low plot is shown in Fig. 2 ). Thus a 1T selection of the forward interval of coset also selects events of low
shows the very pronounced change in central value and shape of the P peak associated with this selection.
To measure the shifts in the central value of the peak, the distributions of Fig. 4 have been fitted as described in Appendix lb. The results of these fits for the intervals of coset are given in Table lb .
1T1T
In ttie forward interval (Fig. 4f) , the peak of the distribution is shifted by about 60 MeV from the accepted value for the p mass. The shape of the distribution is skewed, showing a very steep slope and depletion of events
• -5-on the low-mass side, and a more gradual slope on the high-mass side.
Both the shift and the skewing may be understood in terms of an interference that is destructive below the p mass and constructive above it. For intervals of decreasing value of case;~ (Fig. 4e-4b) , the central value of the peak decreases and the skewing tends to change sign. In interval (a) (Fig. 4a) , the peak value is 765 ± 6 MeV, which agrees well with the accepted value for the p mass. Interval (a) is the only one in which the pis not the dominant signal, with production of 6++ (1236) accounting for more than one-half the events in that interval.
The suggestion of Reference 2 is that the distributions of di-pion mass be represented by an amplitude of the form
where the p amplitude is approximated by (3a) and the diffractive amplitude by
where m is the di-pion mass, m and r are the p mass and width taken to ~~ p be 765 and 165 MeV respectively, and a is related to the density matrix,
I
Pij' of the p, and is taken to be /p 00 : 0.8. (l) o is a phase to be adjusted by fitting the data, and y is an average slope for the angular distribution of the diffractive process, taken from the data to be 4~eV/c)-
2
. This form of the amplitude has been fitted to the forward interval (Fig. 4f) , using the maximum likelihood approach described -6- in Appendix I (with appropriate replacement of the form of the distribution), and the angle o is found to be 172 ± 10 degrees, in excellent agreement with the value 170 ± 6 degrees found in Reference 2. Some simple refinements of the above model can· be immediately suggested, for example, the amplitude A (eq. 3a)' could contain a facto.r e(e:/ 2 )tp, p where e: is taken from the p production differential ~ross sect~rin in the t-range considered; the azimuthal terms of the p decay angular distribution could be included; and possible additional interferences with the * N 's could be tonsidered, particularly for describing the full angular ranges of di-pion production and decay. The development of such a detailed model is, however, outside the scope of this report.
In summary, the data presented here demonstrate the presence of effects in the di-pion mass spectrum that can best be described as resulting ..
,...
a) The parameters ghen in Table Ia were b) The parameters given in Table lb were determined as described in a) above except that the expression for D contains only terms for p, 6(1236) , and ~t since with the cuts applied no other resonance signalS are statistically significant.
Appendix II
The possibility that significant mass shifts·were introduced by the kinematic fitting procedure has been ruled out by repeating the appropriate histograms using the unfitted di-pion mass. The distributions in unfitted mass (not shown) show the same effects displayed in Figs. 1,   3 , and 4.
The apparent width of the peak depends on the resolution of the di-pion mass-squared. To account for this, the Breit-Wigner functions used in the fit have been convoluted with a triangular resolution function,(S) -8- and for each eve~t the calculated error on the di-pion mass-squared is used in calculating the weight of that event. Thus, the widths quoted in Table I represent "true" widths within the limitations inherent in the model. The overall correctness of these erro~ assignments has been checked in two ways. First, the experimental distribution of i .for the kinematic fit of the events in the data sample is found to have a mean value of 0.83, where 1.0 is expected. Secondly, since the missing masssquared tothe proton and its error are the quantities of interest, it is desirable to examine a system in which this missing mass is a 6-function, and to compare the calculated resolution width with the width of the experimentally observed distribution. This has been done using a sample of elastic scattering events from the same film. The ela~tic events {identified by a four-constraint fit) were re-fitted using one constraint only, ignoring the outgoing w+ momentum vector. The resolution width computed from the most probable error for these events is 0.047 Gev 2 , while the width of the observed distribution of missing mass-squared is found to be 0.042 Gev 2 •
• Table I . Apparent mass and width of the p resonance: a) in the segments of the Dalitz plot defined in Fig. 1 , and b) in the intervals of coset defined in Fig. 4 The dash-dot line in the histograms is at 770 MeV .
(2) -t P-P < 0.3
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